
Lawn Care Ministry Guidelines 
 revised: October, 2019 

Our Values 
We are one team with one purpose. 

We express our love for Jesus Christ through service. 

We create an irresistible environment. 

Standards 
Show Up! Fulfill your role on the team! 

Be joyful! 

Be prepared! 

Be a minister and worship! 

 

 
ROLE 

To safety promote conservation of property and protect our investment in lawn care equipment. 

 

KNOW THE SAFETY FEATURES OF THE EQUIPMENT 

1. Exmark (Primary Mower): ONLY use on open lawn areas, away from curbs, windows and 

areas that require trimming (angled street curbs are OK, drop off curbs are not, for example 

the curbs in the parking lot), not in plaza, fenced playground or parking lot islands 

a. Grass chute best used in fully down position to prevent debris that operator may not have 

observed in the lawn from being thrown at people, cars, buildings and windows 

b. Proper condition and proper function of the chute means that the edges are sealed against 

mower deck, bolts securely fastened to deck and chute and no improperly bent sides 

c. Rope is tied to eyelet on one end of chute and the height adjustor indicator on the other 

d. Rope is NOT a manufacturer supplied feature and was installed for the convenience of 

the operator for limited use 

▪ Placed on chute as an aide to allow mower to pass by immovable objects to avoid 

damage to chute;  use push/walk behind mower in these areas 

▪ Allows person mowing to lift chute when backing into garage and fit beside other 

equipment 

▪ If mower blades are moving at all, the chute must be fully down.  ROCKS CAN BE 

EJECTED AT SPEEDS OVER 100 MPH AND AT MANY ANGLES OUT OF 

THE MOWER DECK IF THE CHUTE IS NOT FULLY DOWN  

▪ If chute doesn’t go down from its own weight, appears deformed, or doesn’t seal 

against the mower deck, contact Kelli DeVries at: kdevries@seasp.org or Bob at 319-

329-1894 

▪ DO NOT SECURE the rope so as to keep the chute in the lifted position 

e.  Proper mower deck condition (don’t start up mower yet) 

▪ Check to see if deck is intact, no holes, top and sides not bent, minimal movement 

side to side 

▪ Deck is secured to frame, under the seat/engine 

▪ Front of deck has two chains holding it up, to allow minor movement side to side and 

up and down 

▪ All belts appear in place and are not frayed or loose 

f.  Look over the tires and anti-scalping rollers 

▪ Tires appear fully inflated and match the inflation level of the tire on the opposite side 

▪ No major gouging, no protruding objects  
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▪ Rims have no dents, cracks, and appear round with no objects stuck between rim and 

tire 

▪ Sidewalls don’t have major weather checking (cracks or major scuffing) 

▪ Front tires swivel without noise or jerking 

▪ Anti-scalping wheels are intact and appear to be setting in-line, and roll without 

sticking or wobbling 

▪ Anti-scalping wheels have a bolt attached properly 

g. Glance over general condition and cleanliness 

▪ No excess grass clippings, oil, grease or other debris on deck, motor, or frame 

▪ Tires are reasonably clean, no dirt caking 

▪ Seat is dry, not cracked, secured 

▪ Before starting the engine  

▪ Check motor oil 

▪ Check hydraulic fluid 

▪ Move the deck height adjustment arm up and down, then set fully up in the notch 

provided 

h. Operation-Start it up 

• Any excess noise, high pitched squealing, major rattles? 

• Is motor running smoothly without missing, misfires, backfires? 

• Does motor stay running at low idle? 

• Does it stay running smoothly when throttle moved up and down? 

• Move it out of garage 

i. Start it Up 

▪ Move brake to forward/disengaged position then move steering control arms to 

furthest together position.  Push control arms forward slowly, pulling back slightly on 

the arm to which side you want to pivot (left handle back to turn left, and right handle 

back to turn right).  Pull the grass chute rope up to move chute out of the way and 

allow more side clearance to exit the garage.  Once out of the garage, let chute back 

down into lower position.  Pull mower deck engaging button and engage mower 

blades. 

- Any odd noises, squealing, rattles? 

- Do the blades move okay? 

- Move throttle to full 

- Does the motor still run smooth? 

- No major deck shaking or squeals? 

▪ Adjust mower height to recommended setting, down to not less than 3 inches.   

- Is the height adjuster resting against the height setting pin? 

▪ Move into grass to be mowed-listen, look and feel.   

- Is it still running okay, no extra noises?   

- Does it appear to be cutting grass evenly and is it bogging down? 

2. Other Equipment: If you are unfamiliar with any of this equipment, please consult a seasoned 

operator about the start-up procedures, mower controls, etc. 

a. John Deere lawn tractor 

▪ Can be used for mowing, doubles as a snow blower in winter 

▪ Height of the cab can be a problem when going around trees; Go slow and watch 

were the top is to avoid damage to the tree and mower cab top 

▪ Doesn’t go as fast or turn as sharp as the Zero turn, but is a good mower 

▪ If mowing in hot weather, remove the front windshield and open the side vents 

b. Red lawn tractor 

▪ doesn’t turn as sharp, doesn’t go as fast 



▪ does mow evenly 

▪ not as wide as the John Deere or Ex-Mark; Good backup machine 

c. Walk behind mowers 

▪ Cub cadet, self-propelled high wheel mower, manual (Armstrong) steering, consider 

all trimming hazards 

▪ Toro self- propelled with front wheel drive/assist 

d. Weed trimmers, blowers, sprayers 

▪ STIHL string trimmer-requires a 50/1 Gas/Oil mix 

▪ Homelite string trimmer-requires a 32/1 Gas/Oil mix 

▪ Craftsman leaf blower-requires a 32/1 Gas/Oil mix 

▪ Fimco trailer sprayer, electric pump with boom and nozzle 

3. Mowing: All Equipment 

a. Speed to mow – consider your comfort level.  Can you steer smoothly?  Is the terrain too 

bumpy at that speed? 

b. Mower efficiency 

▪ Is the mower cutting clean and evenly? 

▪ Is deck bouncing excessively? 

▪ Does the mower bog down going at that speed? 

- Move the control arms back to slow down 

- Take less of a swath of un-mowed grass: Consider mowing a swath of less un-

mowed to the point where the blades are moving at a high speed, and cutting 

cleanly 

- Is grass coming out of chute cleanly or plugging it up? 

c. Pick your mowing pattern 

- Discuss with team and decide what is the most efficient; consider obstacles like trees, 

dips and bumpy areas that will slow you down 

- What section are you mowing for your team?  Do you have a lot of trimming to do? 

- Trim first or mow first?  You decide, but consider the damage that can be done if you 

get in a hurry or try to get too close with the Zero turn mower.  Fast turns are hard on 

the mower and grass. 

- The shortest distance between two points – the ole, straight line adage: Consider 

making a few circles around objects that get trimmed.  The less turns you do, the 

faster you get done.  Round off square corners to keep in contact with grass that needs 

to be mowed. 

d. Rules to follow when mowing 

▪ Mow so that debris does not blow toward or into buildings, onto the baseball 

diamond, sidewalks, parking lot, native grass circle, streets or driveways 

▪ If the grass or debris goes onto the sidewalks, streets, against the building, or into the 

parking lot, make another pass to blow it into the mowed grass areas;  The city has a 

code against debris on the streets so use the leaf/grass blower if necessary 

▪ If you make at least two passes with grass blowing away from street, sidewalks or 

buildings, you’ll have less to blow back off the sidewalk, street or parking lot, and 

keep the city and neighbors happy 

▪ Stay at least 12 inches away from trees, building, curbs, poles, bushes 

▪ If you are mowing near the building, consider making three to four passes with grass 

blowing away from building, or even mowing in a direction that doesn’t direct the 

grass (and possible debris) towards the building 

▪ Always trim with chute down and don’t trim with the chute blowing towards trees or 

building 



▪ If you find that grass is piling up in mounds, consider making slightly overlapping 

passes to thin them out, for example, mow a quarter of the way into the last pass so 

less grass is being cut 

e. Fueling procedures: Tracking Book 

▪ Guesstimate the amount of gas used to top off /refuel tanks  

▪ Make sure to write down the person refueling, and which machine it went in, etc.  

books help determine fuel usage, PLEASE WRITE DOWN WHEN USING FUEL! 

▪ When you find gas cans are running low, call Jerry Jurgensmeier (712) 490-2288 or 

Bob Handley (319) 329-1894 

f. Repairs 

▪ If equipment is damaged or not working correctly, contact Kelli DeVries at: 

kdevries@seasp.org as soon as possible 

▪ We don’t routinely check the equipment or the fuel cans, so let us know what is going 

on so it can be repaired or filled before others find it to be a problem and can’t 

complete their duties with this ministry 

g. Extra Notes: Once the mower or other equipment you’ll be using is out of the garage, 

make sure the Lock Pad is back in place with the keys in it, and the large round padlock 

is attached, and the hasp is in place.  Leaving the garage unlocked while you are not in it 

is a safety issue. 
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